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About This Game

DISCLAIMER

Have you had enough of pointless & boring "simulator" ripoffs? It's about time someone made a simulator that's actually a game
you can enjoy. Prepare to restore you faith in the simulator games, GameIndica Entertainment brings you the next best

simulator since the simulator genre was born.

INTRO

Predator Simulator is an action arcade RPG packed with endless gameplay and new missions for every game session. On a
quest to become a true Lionborn, you get to save the planet by wiping out humanity from the face of the earth. Yeah.... didn't

you always want to do that anyway? Now is your chance!

GAMEPLAY

Explore the wild countryside while enjoying fresh farm raised pigs, rooster & chicken wings. Reach the human populated city to
start your manhunt and climb up the defcon levels. Eat anything that moves because that what a predator does to survive. Tasty
and weak human prey will get you big rewards, but be careful, too much chaos will attract the hunters! You will be classified as
a Predaterrorist and face heavy resistance. Be prepared for the worst. Unlock the hidden uncharted territory outside the game

world by becoming a true Lionborn, where you can find secret journal entries from the game developer. We hope you will enjoy
knowing more about the back story of this game and how it was made.
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KEY FEATURES

+ Play as an apex predator AKA a lion.
+ Funniest part of the game is the Advanced AI system with real-time Predator-Prey simulation. Unarmed preys will try to run
for their lives, armed hunters will try to hunt you down. Although getting them scared will make it easy to hunt them. Various
scaring tactics can be used (ex. Attack from hidden corners or behind, jump scare them, roar at them, eat someone in front of

them etc)
+ Kill various species depending on your own humanitarian or animal loving bias.

+ There are hipsters, rednecks, donut loving cops, cosplayers and even console peasants in the city.
+ Live tweets from your poor, whining victims

+ After hunting your prey, eat them and listen to the sweet bone crushing musical notes. It never gets old.
+ Defcon levels work like wanted levels in any open world game. The higher you get, the more bonuses you get but the game

becomes more difficult.
+ Tons of characters to unlock as you play. Bigger rewards for hunting down higher level victims.

+ Powerful roar to scare everyone around you. Once you become a true Lion born by acquiring the glorious Fus-Roar-Duh skill,
roars become lethal.

+ Xbox Controller support.
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Title: Predator Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Imran Arafat
Publisher:
Reality Gameware
Release Date: 11 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.3Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB+ with Shader model 2+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game is incredibly enjoyable. The challenges are difficult enough to be frustrating and easy enough that it keeps your
interest and doesn't seem hopeless. 1.5 hours in one session so far, and we're not done yet!. Can't give thumbs up at this time due
to bad game design.

Last game i didn't bother producing anything, just focus on retail. By loads of food etc and within a year a was making 120
times as much as my strongest competitor.

You could probably just buy a few warehouses and all of the retail slots, focus on retail and the AI couldn't even sell anything
for a decent price.

Materials on the open market are abundant, coming from some outside random? source.

Sure i could do the whole production line thing but it's clunky and im dubious about the AI anyway.

Hope the game will be overhauled but right now it's fairly pointless and not terribly fun.. Not too long of a game. The item
switch can be confusing at times, but you get the hang of it. Overall, I liked it a lot!!. Awesome game! tons of fun blowing stuff
up and customizing ships.
just wish the ai battle mode could be turned into a screensaver. Black tangrams that overlap to create white space.

Pretty straightforward in concept. Arrange the provided shapes in such a way that your result matches the target shape. Your
workspace includes a dotted grid so you can have a sense of scale.

Some minor visual gripes:

Over time, the frequently "used" background dots seem to wear away.

Sometimes the overlaps appear to be slightly off and you see trace outlines of what should be invisible.

Neither of these is game-breaking, as they don't prevent correct solutions from registering, and there's sort of a snap-to-grid
function at a very fine scale.

Larger gripe: The game doesn't let you know that you've solved the final puzzle (although it does properly award the
achievement). Even with a correct solution, there is no congratulation, no roll-credits, no jump menu back to beginning. It just
stays on puzzle 66 and you think you got something wrong. I retried 3 or 4 times before I realized I had already been given the
achievement.

I tore through this game in a sitting, and if you're a fan of this type of geometric puzzle, you'll probably tear through it quickly
as well. I hope that this game will either see the addition of more puzzles or a more substantial sequel.

Parallelogram / 10. i love this train so many good features and great graphics
. This game is great. Exellent graphics and fun to play.
Very ploshed and smooth a must buy.. unfinished and abandoned... Actually I don't play casual games like board puzzles and
such...but Fractal has something more to offer.

The objective are simple, you have to make "blooms" from pulling hexagons, but I like this game because of the beautiful
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graphics and music. Yes, especially the music. The music are composed based on how you play the game. When the gameplay
become intense, the music follows.

But I'm disappointed with Steam version though. The animations and the MusicBox engine are not that good than its original
version which is built with Flash. I prefer the Flash build of Fractal instead the new one, unless they are going to update the
engine to be more like its predecessor.
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I see JD, I vote ��. A gem of a game. Buy this now!. I thorougly enjoyed being thrown into the world with little instruction.
Highlights of my time here include; Rage, Furious masturbation to the incessent and unrelenting music, Oh how I long to hear
that russian Beauty sing that ♥♥♥♥ing song one more time. Don't let me get started on the eurphoric effect of hearing the same
Gun shot sound when hovering over your mecenary. I like how you kept the menus nice and basic. In this awkward mashup of X-
COM and Fallout with it's Fallout Tactics look. I want to wholeheartedly thank the devs for tossing me into a battle of the Gods
during my first battle.
Excellent way to burn time in this Pay to Wi- I mean 'Freemium' game. Before the battle you have the option to buy OP
upgrades not to meantion the lack of progrssion, you get two standard gears to buy in the store, roughly progressing, from 5k
hear to 10k gear, then suddenly it cuts off and youre forced to buy gear for an INSANE 50k + What the ♥♥♥♥! NOT TO
MENTION THE AI IS ♥♥♥♥ING STUPPPIDDDD. Some players NAMELY SCOUTS RUN IN WITH NO REGARD FOR
LIFE, The cover system is pointless unless youre a sniper.

To their credit, Each class relies on the other class, eg. Snipers rely on scouts to provide vision, and Scouts rely on cover fire
from snipers etc. And then there are the tanks, nuff said, nobody targets the tanks because they are giant walls of health that
miss every ♥♥♥♥ing shot and should only be attacked when desperate.

Final verdict: 4/10. Maybe in another life.. I've enjoyed the Airport Madness series and own each release, each one get's better
and better. This release continues that history of improving the game experience. It's not designed to be a simulator, it's
definately a game and does not follow the rules of air seperation so if you're looking for something other than entertainment,
you'll not find any level of realism here.

The dev team is VERY responsive and open to comments and suggestions, a great team! Giving this a BIG thumbs up!. Numen:
Contest of Heroes basically plays like a single player MMO, complete with hotkey bar, ability cooldowns, and combat that
doesn't feel like it's quite connecting. It isn't a great game, but it's at least a decent one, and well worth the huge sale prices I've
seen it (currently $0.99 as I write this review.) I myself picked it up for $7.50 soon after release, and don't really regret it,
though $5 or less is the sweet spot here IMO.

The introductory \/ tutorial section is pretty boring, but persevere and the game becomes more enjoyable later. You start out as a
kid, and through a few quests learn the basics of the three primary classes - Warrior, Archer and Mage. At the end of the
tutorial you get to pick which of the three classes you want to become, and appear as a leveled up adult with only the abilities of
the chosen class. At the same time you also pick which God to worship, granting you additional abilities and bonuses, which
increase as you make your God more proud of you through your actions.

Then it's standard fantasy RPG fare. You go on quests, trigger events which advance the plotline, unlock new areas and make
more quests available, kill monsters to level up and get better loot, and eventually kill the final boss and beat the game. You
encounter other heroes along the way and choose whether to help, hinder or ignore them. And there's an Arena tournament
event where you can fight these heroes as well.

The balance seems a bit off in some areas. A couple times you can be thrown into a new area severely underlevelled for the
enemies, and have to grind before you can take on more than one of them at a time. Then 3\/4 of the way through you find that
90% of your attacks are critical hits and enemies don't stand a chance as long as you don't get careless.

Overall I'd recommend the game when it's on sale, though not at the base $9.99 price.. GOTY edition coming out?. to put this in
a brief and simple manner in a way that most everyone can understand, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing a laundry machine is as
fun as this game. i'd much rather get my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665covered in detergent than ever play this game
again.

it is broken. you can glitch the camera through walls, the "dialogue" consists soley of broken english and unfinished trees. the
only redeeming quality of this game is the model of the main character (which is probably a stolen model, too). the enemies are
a joke at best. you can outrun them at an incredible rate. they barely hurt you and are just really weak.

i attempted to try the "kill them all mode," and the only reason why is to see if it had any reference to Metallica's Kill Em All
album. I went in expecting literally nothing and was still soul-shatteringly disapointed. instantly my ears were bombarded with
painful, painful excuses of music which I immidiately turned off. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing pedobears straight from 2010
started sprinting at me. i ran to pick up the gun, which leads me to my final point as to why this is probably the worst game ive
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ever played.

the guns are broken.
the guns are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing broken.
w h a t

you'll pick it up then check the bindings to see what number you have to press to get the gun equipped.
your eyes scroll through the options. you find the rifle label, and your eyes scroll to the right.

&.

*&*.

how in the name of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 do you press &.

what
the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

you try to rebind it but it instantly binds it back. its like it knows you want ot solve the problem.

just, save yourself the time and dont get this game.. I have been quite impressed by two things. First of all, this game is
surprinsingly addictive and I'm pretty sure there's a load of things I haven't discovered yet which will keep me playing for a
while I'm sure. And also, the reactivity of the developer, listening to critics and doing very very regular updates based on
feedback. It's a good game made by a good developer, as a fan of Game Dev Tycoon, I loved this one, different style, different
gameplay but a good one!
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